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38. Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer: *Poems 1912-1947*, edited with a Foreword by Alice Mansur Packard and Frederick C. Packard, Jr., and with a biographical Memoir by Hermann Hagedorn. Illustrated; indexed. April, 1954. $3.75


Most of these books are now out of print—some have been long out of print—but in each case where the Business Manager informs us that he is still able to fill orders, he has supplied the price of the book (and he has asked us to add that the Colby College Press pays the postage whenever a check accompanies the order for a book!)

---

**A RECENT GIFT**

From Mr. Frederic E. Camp, of East Bluehill, Maine, the Library has received a copy of a beautifully executed book—one designed by P. J. Conkwright—published by Princeton University Library on the occasion (1954) of the restoration and exhibition of Princeton's pre-Revolutionary “philosophical apparatus.” This is an eighteenth-century planetarium built by the Pennsylvania clockmaker and astronomer David Rittenhouse. The book is enriched by nearly two dozen illustrations—collotypes by the Meriden Gravure Company of an excellence that have made this Connecticut firm famous.